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ZENK ONE
Meidoornstraat 64
73

Zenk One created a tribute to kickboxing legend Ramon Dekkers.
The design features boxing gloves, a Thai floral wreath and a
diamond, which is a reference to his nickname ’The Diamond’.
Dekkers was an eight time Muay Thai world champion and the
first foreigner to be given the title of ‘Thaiboxer of the Year’. This
made Dekkers a hero in Thailand.
In 2013 Dekkers died unexpectedly during training. Local Tuinzigt
inhabitants Ivonne Peeters and Ciska Jansen made it their
mission to make this mural happen.

MANTRA
Tuinzigtlaan
78

This mural brings nature to Tuinzigt, with butterflies species that
are nearly extinct in the Netherlands. From top to bottom you’ll
see a butterfly peacock, thistle butterfly and a blue butterfly.
Nearby neighbourhood Westerpark consists of streetnames
named after a mix of butterflies species, which is a funny
coincidence.

TELMOMIEL
110

Tuinzigtlaan
When Nazi Germany invades The Netherlands in 1940, mayor Van
Slobbe initiates a large-scale evacuation, famously known as ’De
Vlucht’ (the escape). Taking different routes, over 50.000 people
from Breda leave for the South.
More about the story and symbolism of the mural will follow after
an official unveiling!

STUDIO OCTOVIDU
74

Magnoliastraat
Studio Octovidu was inspired by the story of Jan Ingenhousz. Jan
Ingenhousz is probably the most famous person of Breda. He
was a physician, chemicus and botanist. In 1779 Jan discovered
photosynthesis by showing that light is essential to the process
by which green plants absorb carbon dioxide and release
oxygen. 81

ALFALFA
81

Dijklaan
For this mural, of a pigeon dressed in traditional Dutch attire,
AlfAlfA took inspiration from the many pigeon breeders that once
lived around Dijklaan. At least 14 pigeon breeders supposedly
lived in the area, among which also the former Dutch pigeon
sport champion.

ANA MARIETTA
Tramsingel 84
68

100

The river Mark is located opposite the Tramsingel. Our medicine
usage has lead to an estimated 140 tons of medicinal waste
being dumped in the water every year. Sadly, this also affects the
animals that live there. Fish are becoming transgender from
contraceptive pill chemicals, and antipsychotics lead to
behavioural change.

TOM ONRUST & WOUTER
VAN DER GIESSEN
Lunetstraat
Our murals are usually inspired by historic events. During the
making of this mural (March/April 2020), we find ourselves in the
midst of a historic event: the worldwide corona-outbreak that has
drastically changed our lives. To lift Breda’s spirits we asked Tom
Onrust to create a mural on former shopping centre De Lunet. A
mural that we’ll tell the stories of for years to come, long after the

COVID-19 crisis.

STAYNICE
51

Lunnetstraat
The sweet shapes that stretch across the tunnels were inspired
by the (partly disappeared) confectionery industry in Breda. The
wasteland that once was the CSM site is one of the last
memories of this industry.
The mural contains shapes of floating candy papers, candybars
and black and yellow colours that refer to NAC, a Dutch
professional football club located at this road. When the wind
blows in the right direction, the Perfetti Van Melle factory down
the street adds a sweet dimension to the painting.

